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THERE IS A NEWER EDITION OF THIS ITEM | ENTER ISBN 1533481040 IN  SEARCH   No

Mames, Cabron!  This colouring book for adults has all the swear word-laden, impolite Spanish

phrases you really want to learn. Each page features Spanish phrases from Mexico and Spain with

intricate sugar skull patterns set against a dramatic black background. Sweary Skulls: A Spanish

Swear Word Colouring Book is your ticket to colouring beautiful calaveras and learning to curse at

the same time!
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Disappointing. These are all designa anyone can pay to download with publishing rights. Some are

excellent, others almost childish artwork. The Spanish swears are an addition, mostly in text

ballions. They're not very imaginative swears. Although, most English swear word books seem to be

the same words and phrases all the time too. Some of them made no sensw, I've never heard any

Spanish speakers usw some of these weird phrases.Pros are that the black background is nice,

pages are heavy weight (but still use a blotter page, markers & some gel oens bleed through a

little), some of them are quite cute and fun to color.I pay full price and this is not a compensated

review.

While very funny to those who understand Spanish slang, some of the designs in this coloring book

are very basic and boring (almost to the point of looking like a cheap tattoo design). That being said,



there are quite a few pictures that are much more detailed and beautiful. The pages are a thicker

grade of paper, and the backgrounds are all black, which is a nice touch.

First off let me say how relaxing and meditative adult coloring is. Its a great way to wind down after

a hectic day. Next , how fun is the Spanish swearword thing? I like to vacation in alot of Spanish

speaking countries, cruises mostly. I can learn the swear words and listen for them with the other

few words I know. I love this theme! Disclosure: I received this product for free or on a promotional

discount for my honest review and they are100% my own opinions. However everyone has their

own opinion on this product. I did not receive payment otherthan receiving the product at a

discounted rate and I am not required to give a good review. I know howimportant my reviews are to

people who are interested in buying this product, because everyone should bereading reviews

before they purchase a product. What I include is what I actually think about the product andmy

opinion alone. My reviews accurately reflect my views on this product and any 5 star product I

wouldrecommend to both my friends and family as well as purchase at full price. This disclosure is

in accordancewith the Federal Trade CommissionÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Guidelines on Testimony and

Advertising. I provide honest reviews thatdescribe the product it entirety both the positive and

negatives (if there are any). If my review was helpfulto you, would you please vote yes!

I love this book! It is so funny! As a coloring book it is absolutely fantastic, beautifully designed with

intricate patterns. This book will take SO many hours to finish coloring, which is exactly the way it

should be. I love that behind the sugar skulls is black ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ it makes the colors so

much brighter than if it were on white. I canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t wait to pull some of these pages out

of the book to frame them. Even with the swear words they still look super classy and elegant. Great

item to buy for yourself or as a gift for anyone, even if they donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t know Spanish. I

know some Spanish swear words but not all of the words and phrases in the book. I had a good

laugh looking up the ones I didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t know!I received this product for free or at a

discounted rate in exchange for my honest review. I reviewed this product after I received it and

tested it. I am not required in any way to leave a good review or to leave a dishonest review. My

reviews are based on the product and its quality. I hope this review helps you to make an informed

decision about buying this product.

I have started ordering these coloring books for my Holiday gifts for my family, I personally bought

one for myself then fell in love with the quality and price!!! These have a silicone feeling outer



coating on the coloring books which I love!! Its such a nice texture on the outside of a coloring book.

I ordered this book for my sister as she only cusses in Spanish.. I think it will be super cute for the

holidays.This swear word/ in Spanish adult coloring book , has multiple different styles of fantasy

coloring pages. They are all black pages with black, grey, or white out lines for the pictures. The

pages are not two sided, The front you color and the back looks like a wall paper design. Love

these. They are going to be a hit for the holidays!!!I did receive this adult coloring book at a free or

discounted price for my 100 percent honest opinion of it. I am in no way affiliated with the maker or

seller of this adult coloring book. I receive no monetary compensation for my reviews.

Nothing wrong with this coloring book but I have so many adult coloring books that I like better. This

one has very simple pictures and all in all doesn't have enough variety or interest for me. It's just ok.

Absolutely love this book!!! It has several nice desighns and keeps me entertained for hours!

Great coloring book! I didn't read it of course and didn't realize that it was in Spanish! I'm having fun

translating it so it's worth it! I have a set of pens that I'm using right now and waiting on colored

pencils. Just a note the pens are not good for large spaces as this book has. Overall it's really cute

and I am enjoying my time coloring!Disclaimer: I received this product at a discounted rate in

exchange for my honest and fair review.I only try for products that I want or will use in order to give

my best review, good or bad.
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